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Fiction For Younger Readers
Adler, David A.
043089 Get A Hit, Mo! Mo Jackson is excited for his
baseball game, but Coach Marie tells him he is batting
last and playing right field, again. Will Mo ever get a
hit? il. Ricks, Sam. [IL 6-7] 32 pages Penguin 2016 E
(AR/RC) 19.48
042967 Kick It, Mo! Mo has been working hard on
his kicking skills. Will Mo ever get the chance to show
his team what he can do? il. Ricks, Sam. [IL 6-7] 31
pages Penguin 2018 E (AR) 20.18
043085 Pass The Ball, Mo! Mo is a little boy with
a big passion for sports. His latest obsession is
basketball. Can Mo learn to pass in time to help his
team win the big game? il. Ricks, Sam. [IL 6-7] 29
pages Penguin 2018 E (AR/RC) 19.48
043805 Run, Mo, Run! Mo and his friends will
represent Class 2B in the relay race at the track meet
after school, but Mo drops the baton every time they
practice the handoff. Can Mo find a way to be the first
one across the finish line? il. Ricks, Sam. [IL 6-7] 32
pages Penguin 2020 E (AR) 20.18
Dean, James
264722 Pete The Cat: Rocking Field Day. It’s
field day and Pete is excited for a day filled with fun
activities, like the water balloon toss, three-legged
race, an obstacle course, and tug-o-war. Join Pete the
Cat and his friends as they compete for a medal! il. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Harper 2021 E (AR) 13.79
Riley, Scott
754303 Floating Field: How A Group Of Thai Boys
Built Their Own Soccer Field. On a tiny Thai island
without room for a soccer field, a group of resourceful
teen boys gathers scraps and works together to build
a floating field so they can play the game they love.
il. Quang, Nguyen. [IL 7-11] 40 pages Millbrook Press
2021 796 22.98
Wiesner, David
945260 I Got It! In this nearly wordless picture book,
a young outfielder imagines all the terrifying ways he
might not catch the baseball, and one way that he
can. il. [IL 4-7] 31 pages Clarion 2018 E 6.50*
Yum, Hyewon
977006 Saturday Is Swimming Day. Swimming
lessons are on Saturdays, and every Saturday one
little girl has a stomachache. With her swimming

instructor Mary’s gentle encouragement, she
eventually manages to make it into the pool to practice
her kicks. Little by little, the girl’s confidence grows-until one Saturday comes around when she has no
stomachache at all! In a charming and relatable story
about trying something new, a little bravery and a lot
of patience are all you need to face your fear. il. [IL
4-6] 39 pages Candlewick 2018 E (AR) 20.88
Set # S35350 of 8 books @ $143.47
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Alexander, Kwame
050142 Booked. Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer
and hates books, but soon learns the power of words
as he wrestles with problems at home, stands up to a
bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams. [IL
10-12] 314 pages Houghton 2016 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
050639 Rebound. In the summer of 1988, twelveyear-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his grandparents,
where he discovers jazz and basketball and learns
more about his family’s past. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. [IL
10-12] 414 pages Houghton 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Bauer, Joan
097239 Soar. Moving to Hillcrest, Ohio, when his
adoptive father accepts a temporary job, twelve-yearold Jeremiah, a heart transplant recipient, has sixty
days to find a baseball team to coach. [IL 10-14] 296
pages Viking 2016 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
DeKeyser, Stacy
270162 Rhino In Right Field. In 1948, Nikko
Spirakis, twelve, loves baseball but must get past his
hard-working immigrant parents--and the rhino in
the outfield--to become a batboy for the local minor
league team. [IL 8-12] 272 pages McElderry 2019 Fic
(AR/RC) 22.28
Greenwald, Tom
400473 Game Changer. While thirteen-yearold Teddy fights for his life after a football injury
at training camp, his friends and family gather to
support him and discuss events leading to his coma.
Told through dialogue, text messages, newspaper
articles, transcripts, an online forum, and Teddy’s
inner thoughts. [IL 10-14] 286 pages Amulet Books
2021 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
400464 Rivals. In basketball-crazed Walthorne, rival
middle school stars Austin Chambers and Carter Haswell
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

are both feeling the pressure when school sports
reporter Alfie Jenks reveals scandals that jeopardize
the whole season. Told through flashbacks, newspaper
reports, social media posts, and interviews. [IL 10-14]
306 pages Amulet Books 2021 Fic (AR) 21.58
Hapka, Cathy
418539 Junior Ninja Champion: The Competition
Begins. Five unlikely friends are brought together
to compete in the first Junior Ninja competition,
a televised contest of athletic ability based on the
popular National Ninja Champion show. [IL 10-12]
153 pages Houghton 2018 Fic (AR) 18.78
Herbach, Geoff
440046 Hooper. For Adam Reed, basketball is a
passport. Adam’s basketball skills have taken him from
an orphanage in Poland to a loving adoptive mother in
Minnesota. When he’s tapped to play on a select AAU
team along with some of the best players in the state,
it just confirms that basketball is his ticket to the good
life: to new friendships, to the girl of his dreams, to a
better future. [IL 14-18] 323 pages Harper 2018 Fic
(AR) 21.58
Holt, K. A.
461213 Knockout. Told in assonant free verse, Levi
was once a premature baby who suffered from respiratory
problems; he recovered, and now in seventh grade, he
struggles to demonstrate to his divorced mother and
overprotective brother that he is okay--so when his
father suggests he take up boxing he falls in love with
the sport, but he still must find a way to convince his
family to set him free to follow his dream. [IL 8-12] 339
pages Chronicle 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Klages, Ellen
523359 Out Of Left Field. In 1957, when 10-yearold Katy Gordon is denied eligibility for the local Little
League despite being known as the best pitcher in her
neighborhood, she sets out to prove that females have
always been an important part of baseball history as
ball players. il. [IL 8-12] 276 pages Viking 2018 Fic
(AR/RC) 20.88
Lupica, Mike
590881 No Slam Dunk. In Annapolis, Maryland,
seventh-grader Wes is a good teammate but this
basketball season has been challenging because of his
ball hog teammate Dinero, who is determined to steal
the spotlight, and Wes’s army veteran father who is
suffering from PTSD. [IL 10-14] 229 pages Philomel
2018 Fic (AR/RC) 21.58
Maddox, Jake
596265 Diamond Double Play. Blake Easton has
never played organized sports, so when he makes the
local traveling baseball team as a bench player he is
thrilled; and when the team’s star second baseman
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(and all around annoyance) Kyle, breaks his foot in
the very first game the coach calls on Blake to fill in-but Blake is not sure he can perform as well as Kyle,
and even less sure that he can trust Kyle’s helpful
advice. il. Tiffany, Sean. [IL 8-12] 64 pages Stone
Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.40
851324 Gymnastics Comeback. As an eighth grader,
Suzy has just joined the high school gymnastics team,
so she is crushed when she gets injured and can’t
practice. Meanwhile her mother wishes she wouldn’t
participate in gymnastics and would instead focus her
efforts on playing the piano. Facing pressures from
her team, her coach, and her mother, Suzy has to take
charge of her own destiny. Can she make a comeback
in time to help her team defeat its biggest rival? [IL
9-12] 89 pages Stone Arch 2021 Fic (AR) 21.72
596147 Lacrosse Legend. Eager to follow in his
father’s footsteps, Ramon Hill wants nothing more
than to be a starting attacker on his lacrosse team.
Even though he’s just a sixth grader, he makes the
eighth-grade team, but he’s stuck on the bench most
of the time. At last he gets his chance to start, but
there’s a catch--he’s asked to play midfield. Will
Ramon be able to master his new position, or will he
let his team and himself down? il. [IL 8-12] 63 pages
Stone Arch 2021 Fic (AR) 21.39
596273 Obstacle Challenge. Tanisha Carter can’t
believe her luck when she finds out her favorite
extreme obstacle course challenge is coming to her
town. She needs a partner to compete, so her pal,
Derek, agrees to team up with her. But when training
reveals Tanisha’s fear of heights, the pair realizes
they have more than one obstacle to overcome in this
extreme challenge. il. Aloisi, Giuliano. [IL 8-12] 64
pages Stone Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.39
596283 Point Guard Pride. Twelve-year-old Yasmin,
a talented point guard on her school basketball team,
learns about teamwork and standing up for oneself
when she experiences racism at her new middle school.
[IL 8-12] 89 pages Stone Arch 2021 Fic (AR) 21.72
596142 River Race. Nate, Selena, Tyson, and Alicia
are ready for summer, but when Nate convinces
everyone to join a white water rafting race, the group’s
teamwork is put to the test. il. Morales, Eva. [IL 8-12]
64 pages Stone Arch 2021 Fic (AR) 21.39
596146 Soccer Sensation. Cameron Jones plays
soccer not because he loves it, but because his dad
believes that one day the game will help him earn
a college scholarship. When his father’s job transfer
takes him from the big city to a small-town team,
Cameron thinks it might be his chance to take a step
back from soccer. il. Wood, Katie. [IL 8-12] 64 pages
Stone Arch 2021 Fic (AR) 21.39

596276 Soccer Superstar. New kid Javier Morneo
makes a big splash on the soccer field when a video of
his amazing goal goes viral. But now the fame is going
to his head, and he’s hogging the ball and showing off.
Will Javi’s solo act ruin the team’s chances at making
the state championship? In graphic novel format. il.
San Juan, Mel Joy. [IL 7-11] 65 pages Stone Arch
2020 741 (AR) 22.05
596156 Softball Switch-Up. When the coach of her
championship softball team asks Raisa Kumar to teach
a new recruit, Annie, how to pitch she is eager to help,
especially since she hopes to be a coach herself someday;
but when the team’s other pitcher turns up with a broken
arm, teaching Annie takes on a new urgency--and Raisa’s
efforts at coaching seem to be frustrating Annie rather
than helping her. il. Wood, Katie. [IL 8-12] 65 pages
Stone Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.40
596154 Swim Or Sink. Although only in eighth grade
Baxter Reilly is an important member of the Edgeview
High School swim team in Tempe, Arizona, and lately
the pool has been his place of refuge from the stress
of his parents’ separation--but now, between the
pending divorce, his father’s miserable apartment,
his mother’s new boyfriend, and the resentment and
bullying from his older teammates, it is getting harder
to focus on his role as the anchor of the 4 x 400
freestyle relay in the upcoming races. [IL 8-12] 89
pages Stone Arch 2020 Fic (AR) 21.73
596140 Swim Team Trouble. Grace enjoys hanging
out with her swimming teammates and making new
friends. But when Chloe joins the relay team, she and
Grace clash. Grace tries hard to be friends with Chloe
but fails every time. Then at a big swim meet, Chloe
blames Grace for getting disqualified. Grace can’t
believe it. She doesn’t understand why Chloe is so
hostile toward her. Will the two girls learn to look past
their differences and work together for the good of the
whole team? In graphic novel format. il. Alves, Lelo.
[IL 8-12] 67 pages Stone Arch 2021 741 (AR) 22.05
Philbrick, W. R. (W. Rodman)
714449 Wild River: A Novel. When a dam fails and
rushing waters sweep away their adult supervisors, five
middle schoolers on a white-water rafting adventure
are left alone with few supplies and the opportunity
to forge powerful bonds as well as develop dangerous
disagreements. [IL 9-12] 189 pages Scholastic 2021
Fic (AR) 21.58
Reynolds, Jason
748675 Ghost. Ghost, a naturally talented runner
and troublemaker, is recruited for an elite middle
school track team. He must stay on track, literally and
figuratively, to reach his full potential. [IL 10-14] 181
pages Atheneum 2016 Fic (AR/RC) 21.58

748750 Lu. Lu knows he can lead Ghost, Patina,
Sunny, and the team to victory at the championships,
but it might not be as easy as it seems. Suddenly,
there are hurdles in Lu’s way--literally and not-soliterally--and Lu needs to figure out, fast, what winning
the gold really means. [IL 8-12] 218 pages Atheneum
2018 Fic (AR) 20.88
748789 Patina. Although Patina is the only “newbie”
girl on the Defenders track team, she can flash past
anyone in the eight-hundred meter. But no amount of
speed seems to be able to help her outrun the demons
that plague her. [IL 10-14] 233 pages Atheneum 2017
Fic (AR/RC) 21.58
749008 Sunny. Sunny, the Defenders’ best runner, only
runs for his father, who blames Sunny for his mother’s
death, but with his coach’s help Sunny finds a way to
combine track and field with his true passion, dancing.
[IL 10-14] 159 pages Atheneum 2018 Fic (AR) 20.88
Smiley, Jane
827259 Riding Lessons. Eleven-year-old Ellen is
a spunky and occasionally misbehaving young riding
student. Her teacher Abby Lovitt is a high school
student who introduces her to jumping, dressage
techniques, and most importantly, Ned. Ned is a colt
who used to be a racehorse, until he hurt his leg and
moved to Abby’s ranch. [IL 8-12] 183 pages Knopf
2018 Fic (AR/RC) 6.50*
Smith, Matthew Ross
827308 Lizzy Legend. Unhappy at not being allowed
to play on the boys’ basketball team, Lizzy Trudeau,
thirteen, wishes to never miss another shot and soon
finds herself playing in the NBA against her hero,
the greatest player of all time. [IL 8-12] 236 pages
Aladdin 2019 Fic (AR/RC) 20.88
Teague, David
874136 How Oscar Indigo Broke The Universe
(And Put It Back Together Again) After Oscar uses
a magical gold watch to stop time to make himself
look like a game-winning baseball hero to his town,
he faces some serious unintended consequences that
he must fix to make everything right again. [IL 8-12]
246 pages Harper 2017 Fic (AR/RC) 6.50*
Set S35451 of 30 books @ $609.09
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Bildner, Phil
119817 Martina & Chrissie: The Greatest Rivalry
In The History Of Sports. A dual biography of tennis
greats Martina Navratilova and Chris Evert celebrates
the power of equality, respect, and sportsmanship. il.
Helquist, Brett. [IL 7-9] 39 pages Candlewick 2017
796-C (AR/RC) 6.50*
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Bowers, Matt (Matthew David)
139346 Individual Sports At The Paralympics. An
introduction to paralympic athletics, including cycling,
archery, triathlon events, descriptions of each men’s
and women’s individual sports, rules, and how they
differ from their Olympic counterparts. il. [IL 6-9] 32
pages Amicus 2020 796 (AR) 24.36
Churnin, Nancy
214844 Charlie Takes His Shot: How Charlie
Sifford Broke The Color Barrier In Golf. In the
1960s Charlie Sifford became the first African American to
break the color barrier in golf and despite discrimination
went on to win the PGA tournament. il. Joven, John. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Whitman 2018 796-B (AR/RC) 20.88
Cline-Ransome, Lesa
222877 Game Changers: The Story Of Venus
And Serena Williams. The inspiring story of sisters,
champion athletes, and tennis superstars Venus and
Serena Williams. il. Ransome, James. [IL 5-9] 41
pages Simon 2018 796-C (AR/RC) 21.58
Derr, Aaron
274919 Individual Sports Of The Summer Games.
Only a few countries were represented by athletes at the
first modern Olympic Games in 1896 in Athens. Today,
more than 10,000 athletes from over 200 countries
compete in the Summer Olympic Games. These athletes
compete in more than 300 events. The games showcase
the strength, skills, stamina, and endurance of amazing
individual athletes from around the world. il. [IL 7-10]
48 pages Red Chair 2020 796 25.78
274926 Sports Of The Paralympic Games. The first
official Paralympic Games were held in 1960 in Rome
with 400 athletes competing from 23 countries. Then
in 1976, the first Winter Paralympic Games were held
in Sweden. The 2018 Games in PyeongChang were
the biggest Winter Games ever with over 500 athletes
from nearly 50 countries. Like the Olympic Games,
the Paralympic Games showcase super strength and
stamina both individually and through teamwork. il.
[IL 7-10] 48 pages Red Chair 2020 796 25.78
274929 Team Sports Of The Summer Games.
Only a few countries were represented by athletes at the
first modern Olympic Games in 1896 in Athens. But now,
more than 10,000 athletes from more than 200 countries
compete in the Summer Olympic Games. These athletes
compete in more than 300 events. The games showcase
the strength, skills, stamina, and endurance of amazing
athletic teams from around the world. il. [IL 7-10] 48
pages Red Chair 2020 796 (AR) 25.78
Downs, Kieran
289109 Karate. Relevant images match informative
text in this introduction to karate, including the
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practices of Kihon, Kata, and Kumite, defines the
different forms, common moves, belt achievements,
and highlights karate competition. il. [IL 5-8] 24
pages Bellwether Media 2021 796 (AR) 22.26
289112 Softball. Relevant images match informative
text in this introduction to softball, including the rules
of the game and the gear needed to make plays. il. [IL
4-8] 24 pages Bellwether Media 2021 796 (AR) 22.26
289111 Volleyball. Relevant images match
informative text in this introduction to volleyball,
including rules of the court, a champion profile, court
diagram, and necessary gear. il. [IL 5-8] 24 pages
Bellwether Media 2021 796 (AR) 22.26
Gitlin, Marty
380782 Olympic Gymnastics Legends. Meet some
of the world’s most amazing gymnastic legends and
find out how they won their gold medals. il. [IL 7-9]
31 pages Black Rabbit Books 2021 796 25.76
Henderson, Leah
437692 Mamie On The Mound: A Woman In
Baseball’s Negro Leagues. Mamie “Peanut” Johnson
had one dream: to play professional baseball. She was
a talented player, but she wasn’t welcome on the allwhite Girls Pro Baseball League team due to the color
of her skin. However, a greater opportunity came her
way in 1953 when Johnson signed to play ball with the
Negro Leagues’ Indianapolis Clowns, becoming the
only professional female pitcher to play on a men’s
team. il. Doutsiopoulos, George. [IL 6-8] 32 pages
Capstone 2020 796-B (AR) 18.27
Linde, Barbara M.
574337 Drones For Racing And Sports. Readers
will learn about drones and discover why many people
enjoy using drones in racing and sports. They’ll also
find out how the use of drones at sporting events is
changing the way viewers watch televised sports. il.
[IL 7-11] 24 pages PowerKids 2020 797 (AR) 15.42
Meltzer, Brad
636306 I Am Jackie Robinson. A biography of
Jackie Robinson, the first African-American to play
Major League Baseball. il. Eliopoulos, Chris. [IL 5-8]
40 pages Dial 2015 796-B (AR) 20.18
Osborne, M. K.
693561 Gymnastics. Presents information about
the history and rules of gymnastics featured at the
Olympics, including artistic, rhythmic, and trampoline.
il. [IL 6-9] 32 pages Amicus 2020 796 (AR) 25.06
693562 Track And Field. Presents information about
the track and field events featured at the Olympics,
including running, jumping, and throwing events. il.
[IL 6-9] 32 pages Amicus 2020 796 25.06

Pimentel, Annette Bay
718210 Girl Running: Bobbi Gibb And The Boston
Marathon. The inspiring story of Bobbi Gibb, the first
girl to run the Boston Marathon in 1966. il. Archer,
Micha. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Nancy Paulsen 2018 796-B
(AR/RC) 21.58
Respress-Churchwell, Gloria
770620 Follow Chester!: A College Football
Team Fights Racism And Makes History. In 1947,
no African American player can play at a southern
school; in return, the opposing team benches a player
of “equal talent.” This historical fiction picture book
frames a turbulent time in the civil rights era with the
clever use of a football play to show race relations and
teamwork. Inspired by a true story, capturing a historic
defense against the Jim Crow laws of the South. il.
Freeman, Laura. [IL 5-9] 32 pages Charlesbridge
2019 796-B (AR) 20.88
Rockliff, Mara
761247 Anything But Ordinary Addie: The True
Story Of Adelaide Herrmann, Queen Of Magic.
After assisting her husband, world-famous magician
Herrmann the Great, in his magic shows for years,
Adelaide Herrmann continues the shows on her own
after his death. il. Bruno, Iacopo. [IL 6-8] 41 pages
Candlewick 2016 793-B (AR/RC) 6.50*
Rosenstock, Barb
765148 Yogi: The Life, Loves, And Language Of
Baseball Legend Yogi Berra. The life and famous
words of Major League Baseball player and New York
Yankee Lawrence “Yogi” Berra. il. Widener, Terry. [IL
6-9] 44 pages Calkins Creek 2019 796-B (AR/RC) 21.56
Slade, Suzanne
823767 Swish!: The Slam-Dunking, AlleyOoping, High-Flying Harlem Globetrotters. The
true story of the high-flying Harlem Globetrotters-the team that changed basketball forever. il. Tate,
Don. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little 2020 796-C (AR) 21.58
Tate, Don
872725 Strong As Sandow: How Eugen Sandow
Became The Strongest Man On Earth. The largerthan-life story of Eugen Sandow, the father of
bodybuilding. il. [IL 6-9] 40 pages Charlesbridge 2017
796-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Thermes, Jennifer
878720
Grandma
Gatewood
Hikes
The
Appalachian Trail. Emma Gatewood’s life was far from
easy. In rural Ohio, she managed a household of eleven
kids alongside a less-than-supportive husband. One day,
at age 67, she decided to go for a nice long walk ... and
ended up at the other end of the Appalachian Trail. il. [IL
5-7] 42 pages Abrams 2018 796-B (AR) 6.50*

Vernick, Audrey
908559 Funniest Man In Baseball: The True Story
Of Max Patkin. A biography for children about Max
Patkin, a professional baseball player turned baseball
clown. il. Bower, Jennifer. [IL 6-9] 40 pages Clarion
2018 796-B (AR/RC) 6.50*
908558 Kid From Diamond Street: The
Extraordinary Story Of Baseball Legend Edith
Houghton. A historical picture book about Edith
Houghton, a female baseball phenomenon who joined
the professional women’s team the Bobbies at the age
of 10. il. Salerno, Steven. [IL 6-9] 36 pages Clarion
2016 796-B (AR/RC) 6.50*
Wallace, Sandra Neil
916713 Between The Lines: How Ernie Barnes
Went From The Football Field To The Art Gallery.
The remarkable story of Ernest “Ernie” Barnes--a star
NFL football player who wanted only one thing--to
make art. il. Collier, Bryan. [IL 4-8] 46 pages Simon
2018 796-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Winter, Jonah
956858 Mickey Mantle: The Commerce Comet.
A picture-book biography that traces Micky Mantle’s
unparalleled baseball career. il. Payne, C. F. [IL 4-8] 33
pages Schwartz & Wade 2017 796-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Set # S35536 of 27 books @ $524.23
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Adams, Julia
041164 Adventurers And Athletes. From sports
stars such as tennis icon Serena Williams to aviators
and mountaineers, meet the many women who
have overcome hurdles to succeed as athletes and
adventurers. il. Wright, Louise. [IL 9-12] 48 pages
Gareth Stevens 2020 305-C (AR) 18.83
Alexander, Kwame
050649 Playbook: 52 Rules To Aim, Shoot, And
Score In This Game Called Life. Poetry and inspiring
lessons about the rules of basketball and life, as well
as uplifting quotes from athletes. il. Neave, Thai. [IL
10-12] 169 pages Houghton 2017 796 (RC) 20.88
Bowen, Fred
139305 Gridiron: Stories From 100 Years Of The
National Football League. Stories from 100 years
of the NFL, from its scrappy beginnings to its greatest
players, coaches, and games. il. Ransome, James. [IL
8-12] 99 pages McElderry 2020 796 (AR) 22.98
Buckley, Conor
166482 Oakland Athletics: Stars, Stats, History,
And More! Visit the beautiful Bay Area to watch the
Oakland Athletics take on Major League Baseball’s
best. Meet the top players, read stories of past and
*Overstock special while supply lasts.

Muhammad, Ibtihaj
663182 Proud: Living My American Dream.
An inspiring all-American tale of the tremendous
obstacles, racism, and pressures the author has
overcome as an unlikely fencer and the first Muslim
American woman to compete in hijab. [IL 10-14] 289
pages Little 2018 796-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Rappaport, Doreen
739627 42 Is Not Just A Number: The Odyssey
Of Jackie Robinson, American Hero. Chronicles the
courage and dignity of Jackie Robinson, the man who
broke the color barrier in Major League Baseball which
had an impact beyond the world of sports. [IL 8-12]
119 pages Candlewick 2017 796-B (AR/RC) 20.18
Sheinkin, Steve
809570 Undefeated: Jim Thorpe And The Carlisle
Indian School Football Team. A great American
sport and Native American history come together in this
true story of how Jim Thorpe and Pop Warner created the
legendary Carlisle Indians football team. il. [IL 10-14]
280 pages Roaring Brook 2017 796-B (AR/RC) 22.98
Sichol, Lowey Bundy
816943 From An Idea To Nike: How Marketing
Made Nike A Global Success. A look into how Nike
stepped up its sneaker game to become the most
popular athletic brand in the world. il. Jennings, C. S.
[IL 10-12] 115 pages Houghton 2019 338 (AR) 14.79
Wetzel, Dan
936878 Kevin Durant. The inspirational real-life
story of NBA superstar, Kevin Durant, and highlights
from his storied career! il. Baez, Marcelo. [IL 8-12]
147 pages Holt 2020 796-B (AR) 20.88
936881 Patrick Mahomes. In 2018, Patrick Mahomes
stepped onto the gridiron as the new, inexperienced
quarterback for the Kansas City Chiefs. By season’s end,
Patrick threw a whopping fifty touchdowns, the youngest
to ever do so. A year later, he helped Kansas City win a
Super Bowl for the first time in fifty years. An inspiring
biography of a new king in pro football. il. Baez, Marcelo.
[IL 8-12] 140 pages Holt 2020 796-B (AR) 20.88
936885 Simone Biles. An uplifting biography of
Simone Biles, a world class gymnast and hero to
young people! il. Baez, Marcelo. [IL 8-12] 141 pages
Holt 2020 796-B (AR) 20.88
936887 Zion Williamson. Following Zion Williamson’s
record-breaking season at Duke University and his
electric NBA debut, basketball fans are already calling
him the NBA’s Crown Prince, drawing comparisons to
all-time greats like Michael Jordan, LeBron James,
and Kobe Bryant. Now a member of the New Orleans
Pelicans, he’ll set out to prove that he truly deserves
to be the new King of Basketball. But for all the
expectations and accolades, Zion remains a humble,
dedicated teammate. il. SanAngelo, David. [IL 8-12]
135 pages Holt 2021 796-B 20.88
Set # S35537 of 19 books @ $375.78

present, and check out all the key stats. il. [IL 8-11]
32 pages Child’s World 2019 796 (AR) 24.36
Buckley, James
166488 Who Is Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson?
Details superstar Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson’s
legendary career from the wrestling ring to the big
screen. il. Copeland, Gregory. [IL 8-12] 49 pages
Penguin Workshop 2021 796-B 13.59
Doeden, Matt
282352 Coming Up Clutch: The Greatest Upsets,
Comebacks, And Finishes In Sports History. The
sports world is full of epic comebacks, upsets, chokes,
and clutch performances. The most memorable buzzerbeating baskets, double-digit comebacks, and unexpected
meltdowns are all here, and much more! il. [IL 10-14] 64
pages Millbrook Press 2019 796 (AR) 33.25
282414 Negro Leagues: Celebrating Baseball’s
Unsung Heroes. Explore the riveting history of the
Negro Leagues, including some of the greatest (and
most unheralded) players, biggest games, and wildest
moments. il. [IL 10-16] 64 pages Millbrook Press 2017
796 (AR/RC) 6.50*
Herman, Gail
440349 What Are The Paralympic Games? As the
Opening Ceremony for the 1948 Summer Olympic
Games commenced in London, a similar sporting
competition was taking place a few miles away. But
the men at Stoke Mandeville weren’t your typical
athletes. They were paralyzed World War II veterans.
The games at Stoke Mandeville were so successful that
they would eventually evolve into the Paralympics.
il. Thomson, Andrew. [IL 8-12] 106 pages Penguin
Workshop 2020 796 (AR) 13.99
Hoose, Phillip M.
462680 Attucks!: Oscar Robertson And The
Basketball Team That Awakened A City. A rousing
rags-to-riches episode, a tale of youth power, and a
scarcely-told chapter in African-American history, the
rise of the legendary Crispus Attucks High School
Tigers in 1950s Indiana. il. [IL 12-18] 212 pages
Farrar 2018 796 (AR) 22.98
Killion, Ann
517846 Champions Of Women’s Soccer. Historical
moments and statistics in women’s soccer for young
sports fans. il. [IL 8-12] 257 pages Philomel 2018
796-C (AR) 21.58
Labrecque, Ellen
536436 Who Was Kobe Bryant? Details NBA
superstar Kobe Bryant’s legendary career and the
impact of his legacy on the sports world and beyond.
il. Copeland, Gregory. [IL 8-12] 49 pages Penguin
Workshop 2020 796-B (AR) 13.79

(Prices Subject To Change)
Spring 2022
*Overstock special while supply lasts.
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